Background: Connectivity map (cMap) is a recent developed dataset and algorithm for uncovering and understanding the treatment effect of small molecules on different cancer cell lines. It is widely used but there are still remaining challenges for accurate predictions.
Background
The ultimate goal of personalized medicine is to design treatments that optimize the therapeutic benefits and minimize the potential risk of toxicity for individual patient. Current pharmacogenomics research is striving to guide compound development and drug selection for such purpose. This growing need for personalized treatment has pushed the development of high-through technologies such as microarray and high throughput sequencing to the research forefront, where compound selection methods based on DNA or mRNA profiling have been developed to achieve highest benefit from therapeutic intervention but at the same time lowest risk of side effects [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the meantime, these high-throughput profiling technologies could be applied to elucidate the mechanism of compound treatment in inducing or inhibiting gene expression regulation at different levels. In this study, the focus is on using gene expression profiling for drug screen and effective treatment prediction.
Besides genome-wide association studies, the current gene expression based approaches are mainly based on the "signature gene set" concept, which has been perfected during the past 14 years of relentless efforts in gene expression profiles of cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and other disease researches. [7] [8] [9] [10] . The key differences of this "signature gene set" approach from traditional linkagebased genetics study lie in two aspects. First, the "signature gene set" approach can identify genomic variation, being it in SNP, DNA copy number alteration, or miss-regulation of gene expression. Second, it can predict the relevant biological pathways, protein-protein interaction networks, and gene ontology functional groups, thus identifying novel therapeutic targets/biomarkers for drug discovery, with the hope that their variations from patient to patient could explain large portion of dosage variation, resistance and efficacy of the drug [11] . As such, one could also hypothesize that the activities (the relative abundance and interactions) of these signature genes could be part of drug targets, or mode-of-action (MoA), as these genes can be used to explain tumor types and differences in chemotherapeutic response of patients. In other words, activities of signature genes could be used to predict the drug sensitivity. In addition, one may extend this hypothesis further such that this prediction of pharmacological levels in cell type could be extrapolated to other cell types. Applications of these hypotheses have been developed in many studies [12, 13] . One of the most notable work is the connectivity map (cMap) project [12] , where 4 human cell lines (MCF7/ssMCF7, HL60, PC3, and SKMEL5) were treated by 1,309 chemical compounds at different dosages, and their expression profiles were generated. A prediction algorithm based on gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [14] was also developed to rank compounds based on input signature genes obtained from tumor comparison. This project has been widely adapted and developed in the drug discovery area. Several treatment candidates have been discovered for cancer cell lines in the cMap project by directly applying the cMap approach [15] [16] [17] . With the idea of searching for 'inverse signature' to the phonotype of interest, this approach has been extended to predict treatment potentials of compounds not included in the cMap project [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In addition to the original cMap approach, multiple other methods have been developed based on cMap data for new drug repositioning approaches [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or improving the performance of exist cMap [29] [30] [31] .
Although cMap has been widely applied, problems remain to be resolved for reliable prediction. First, cMap does not differentiate cell lines in its prediction. Often times, the top ranked drugs were from cell lines different from the query cell line. However, our investigation (see Result) suggested that the drug effect is cell line dependent and the higher ranks of the drugs from other cell lines would be more of cell line effects as opposed to drug effects. As a result, considering drug samples from other cell lines introduces only noise to drug prediction. Second, the quality of the data samples in cMap is inconsistent. Some samples from the same drug treatment can behave considerably different from the rest. These samples will inevitably present erroneous predictions. Third, the query signature gene set in cMap is chosen to include the top up-and down-regulated genes. However, size of the gene set is determined quite ad hoc. As a result, one might miss the important signature genes by choosing a smaller gene set, or on the contrary, bring in unrelated genes that would only serve to degrade the prediction. As an example, we used the expression data for estradiol (E2) treated MCF7 cell line [32] as a query to cMap and genes corresponding to the highest 100 and lowest 100 fold changes were used as the query gene set. Naturally, we would expect that E2 ranked high in the predicted list of drugs. However, E2 was only ranked 828 among over 1,200 drugs. The reason for this low ranking is because the result is a summary of the rankings of all cell lines of E2 samples, which are mixed (ssMCF7: rank 12, HL60: rank 31, MCF7: rank 3091, PC3: rank 3508; details in Additional file 1; see also BRCA-MoNet Application Case 1). However, even if we focused on E2 for MCF7 cell line, its ranking is still low (3091). Close look at the detailed results revealed that, the ranking E2 treated MCF7 cell line was a summary of the results from 19 individual E2 treated MCF7 cell line and their enrichment scores did not agree with each other (Table 1) , Among the 19 samples, only a few have high enrichment scores. It is very likely that the rest of samples do not have high quality and thus fail to catch the real E2 treatment effect. Another potential cause for this poor result is the ineffective choice of the signature genes. However, as a user, we do not have a better way to choose an effective gene set to achieve better prediction. These results underscore the need for quality control and systematic selections of signature genes. To address the above challenges, we proposed BRCAMoNet in this paper. BRCA-MoNet is advantageous in 
Result
Analysis results showed drug treatment effect is cell line dependent
In the cMap data, each drug treatment profile includes several treated samples from different cell lines. Whether the effects of the same drug treatments differ for different cell lines need to be investigated before a drug MoA network can be constructed. To this end, samples of cMap data were first grouped based on compounds and the compounds with more than 30 samples were retained. Note that since the data have already been normalized and fold changed over the control sample in the same cell line, the cell line dependent bias should be eliminated; any differences in expression levels within the samples of the same compound are manifestation of differences in chemo-effectiveness due to differences in cell line, drug concentrations, or a combination of both. Hierarchical clustering was performed to the samples in each compound group to reveal potential differences in expression patterns within the same compound. Correlating the clustering results with cell line types and concentrations ( Figure 1A ) revealed that chemo-effectiveness depends mainly on cell lines and is independent of concentration when it is effective. This finding is significant because it suggested that network construction and drug predictions should be performed by considering cell lines separately. Knowing the effect of one drug for treating breast cancer does not provide information on its effectiveness in lung cancer; including samples from cells other than breast cancer cells introduce only noise to drug treatment network construction. As a result, removing samples from other cells mitigates the interference and consequently improves the accuracy and robustness of the prediction result. Since MCF7 breast cancer cell line cohort contains the largest number of samples (2911 compared with HL60 1229 and PC3 1741), and it contains more drug replicate samples than other cell lines, we focused in this work on developing a breast cancer specific MoA network.
Drug signature gene set selection
The goal of signature gene set selection is to identify a set of genes that have significant differential expression after the drug treatment. However, the use of the conventional differential analysis methods such as t-test is hampered by the lack of the biological replicates in the cMap data set. This limitation becomes even severer after the quality control. For the MCF7 cell line, among all 1251 drugs in cMap, only 32 drugs have more than 5 samples and 1055 drugs have ≤ 2 samples. With such small sample size, any statistically based differential analysis becomes infeasible. To this end, we proposed two criteria based on which the signature gene set of drug was selected: first, the signature genes should have high fold-change expression, and second, the fold change levels of the signature genes should be consistently high among the replicate samples. Based on these two criteria, new signature gene set selection algorithm tailored for small samples were developed (see METHOD for details). For MCF7 cell line, among 1251 drugs, signature gene sets of different size were identified for 1108 drugs. No gene sets were produced for the rest 118 drugs because no genes in their samples were consistently differential expressed. There are also 25 drugs which have only 1 sample in MCF7 cell line. As the result, these 118 MCF7 cell line inconsistent drugs as well as the 25 single-sample drugs were removed. Figure 1 .C shows the identified signature gene sets for three drugs: Estradiol, estrol and raloxifene. Estradiol (E2) and Estrol are two forms of estrogen, which plays an important role in human breast cancer. It is therefore nature to see that the signature gene sets of these two drugs share many genes that also have similar expression patterns. For instance, genes EGR3, MYBL1 and C8orf33 are significantly up regulated and EFNA1 are down regulated after treated by both drug. Furthermore, these genes are highly relevant to breast cancer. EGR3 encodes a transcriptional regulator that belongs to EGR family and has been shown to be involved in the estrogen signaling pathway in breast cancer [33] . MYBL1 belongs to a group of genes that encode the MYB proto-oncogene protein; MYB has been shown to be highly expressed in ER + breast tumors and tumor cell lines and is essential for the proliferation of ER+ breast cancer cells [34] . EFNA1 encodes a member of the ephrin (EPH) family. It is highly compartmentalized in normal breast tissue and lost in invasive cancers; it is plausible to observe its down regulation after the E2 treatment. For the third drug, raloxifene, it is a known estrogen receptor modulator aiming at inducing the estrogen level. Our resulted signature includes both EGR3 and MYBL1 genes being down regulated. This similarity between the identified Estrol and Estradiol signature gene sets suggest that they may share similar MoA. In contrast, the reverse correlation between the raloxifene and E2 gene signatures suggest that their MoA may be opposite to each other. Later analysis indeed showed that E2 and Estrol as well as other 15 drugs are detected to be within the same MoA while roloxifene was predicted top ranked in the reverse prediction list with an independent E2 treatment sample (Details in BRCA-MoNet Application Case 1). These results demonstrated that the signature gene sets selected by our proposed algorithm are biologically meaningful.
Quality control
Quality control is applied on the drugs of cMap MCF7 cell line drugs with more than 3 samples. The goal of quality control is to remove the samples that are not consistently expressed with the others. Our investigation of the cMap data revealed that, there was a considerable amount of outlier samples, whose expression patterns differ significantly from the rest in the same drug ( Figure 1B ). Including these outliers would introduce only noise in defining the MoA and it is therefore important to remove the outlier samples. Note that signature gene set selection could also serve the purpose of quality control since some drugs could end selected no gene set. For MCF7 cell line, as the result of both gene signature selection and quality control, 1564 samples from 747 drugs are identified and removed and 1347 samples from 504 drugs are passed to BRACMoNet construction. These samples can be considered to correctly capture the treatment effect on the MCF7 cell line and were therefore used for subsequent investigation.
Mode-of-Action & BRCA-MoNet generation
A compound mode of Action (MoA) is defined as a group of compounds that share similar gene signature expression patterns. Drugs forming one MoA will therefore have substantially shared genes in their signature gene set, which also have similar expression patterns. To obtain MoAs, clustering is applied to group the drugs with similar signature gene expression patterns. Multiple clustering algorithms exist and the simple yet effective Hierarchical Clustering (HC) method is adopted in our work. There are two major reasons to choose HC. First, the number of clusters is not required for HC; second, it is reasonable to expect that some drugs form distinct MoAs by itself and HC can produce clusters with a single member. To perform HC, a distance matrix that measures pair-wise distances between drugs was obtained after quality control. With this distance matrix, a total of 109 MoAs were obtained at a threshold and a BRCA-MoNet ( Figure 2 ) was constructed (see Method for details). In this network, each node represented one drug; a group of nodes share the same color edges represent a BRCA-MoA obtained by HC.
For each MoA, the betweenness centrality of each drug was calculated and the drug with the largest betweenness centrality was set to be the center of the MoA. Two MoAs were linked with a black edge if the distance between them was smaller than the threshold and this link indicated the secondary level relationship between two MoAs.
BRCA-MoNet application
After the BRCA-MoNet being constructed, its prediction power was tested. To answer these questions, independent microarray expression datasets were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) for the investigation. In order to avoid possible platform and experimental bias, the following criteria were followed when we select the data sets. First, the data must be compound treated on the MCF7 cell line and contain one or multiple control samples; this was consistent with the condition of the cMap data. Second, we only choose those datasets that were treated with drugs existed in the cMap project or of known treatment effect in breast cancer. Third, to avoid possible across platform complication, the data must be generated from the same platform as the cMap data, or GPL96 (Affymetrix Human Genome U133A Array). With the above considerations, the following three case studies were carried out.
BRCA-MoNet application case 1: MoA prediction of E2 treated MCF7 cell line & comparison with cMap
We first chose the data set GSE 4025 [35] as our query dataset. GSE 4025 includes the MCF7 cell line samples treated with 17beta-estrodiol (E2), a form of estrogen, for 24 hours. We pretended that we do not know the identity of compound (E2) and the goal was to use this treatment sample as a query to our BRCA-MoNet to predict its MoA. Note that E2 is a compound tested in the cMap data and also included in our BRCA-MoNet. Therefore, an accurate prediction algorithm would be expected to rank E2 associated MoA on the top of the predicted MoA list for similar treatment effect and possibly rank MoAs associated with estrogen receptor antagonist at the top of the reverse prediction list. The top similar predictions are shown in Table 2 (See Additional file 2 for the complete result). All the drugs are ranked based on their MoA gene signatures reversely related with E2. In the prediction result, the MoA (BRCA_MoA64) that contains E2 was ranked the 2nd among all the 109 MoAs and E2 is ranked the 4th among the total 504 MCF7 effective drugs selected for BRCAMoNet. This result indicates that our BRCA-MoNet can achieve very high precision. We investigated more closely the E2 associated BRCA_MoA64 and found that among 17 drugs, 11 are known to be related to estrogen. Specifically, three of them (Estropipate, alpha-estradiol, estrone) were different forms of estrogen and six others (Norethisterone, ethisterone, norethynodrel, levonorgestrel, etynodiol, megestrol) are different forms of progestogen, a precursor of estrogen. Epiandrosterone can induce androgenic activity, which can also lead to a precursor of estrogen, and Epitiostanol is a form of anti-estrogen. Among the remaining six drugs, Naringenin is a weak estrogenic bioflavonoid that exhibits anti-estrogenic activity [32] ; Aminophylline is known to interact with estrogen [36] ; kaempferol is a dietary flavonoid that functions as a selective estrogen receptor modulator [37] [38] [39] ; Oxybenzone (also known as benzophenone-3) is a compound widely used in the sunscreen and a few studies suggested that oxybenzone mimics the effects of the estrogen and may cause higher risk to breast cancer; Lorglumide has been shown to induce opposite effect of estrogen in [40] ; only nefopam has no evidence that suggests any interaction with estrogen and breast cancer. This significant over-representation of the estrogen related compounds in the E2 associate MoA provides strong evidence to suggest that the constructed MoAs in our BRCA-MoNet do contain drugs of similar effect. Next, we predicted the MoAs with the reverse treatment effect. The result (Table 3 ; Additional file 3) is equally promising. In the highest ranked MoA (BRCA-MoA 80), two of three drugs (raloxifene, fulvestrant) are selective estrogen receptor modulators, which have anti-estrogenic actions, and the other one (monastrol) is an anti-breast cancer drug [41] . The second ranked MoA, BRCA-MoA86, contains one drug: bacampicilin. Bacampicilin is a penicillin antibiotic and study showed that it interacts with estrogen to reduce the effect of estrogen [42] . The third ranked MoA, BRCAMoA52, contains two drugs: cyproterone and nabumetone.
Cyproerone is a steroidal anti-androgen with additional pro-gestogen and anti-gonadotropic properties. It can suppress the activity of the androgen hormones and subsequently reduce the productivity of estrogen. It has also been studied in clinical I and II trail for its potential as an anti-breast-cancer drug [43] . This query data were also applied to the original cMap prediction, where the most up-and down-regulated 200 genes were used as the query signature genes. As expected, the cMap project gave a mix results (Table 4) in both predictions of similar-effect drugs (with positive enrichment score) and reverse-effect drugs (with negative enrichment score). E2 itself only ranked 828 (Table 5 ) in the total 1309 compounds. In cMap, the rank was a summary of a drug's prediction results in every sample of all different cell lines. E2 has a lot of samples in the cMap data across all 5 cell line and the enrichment scores of these samples have large variations, ranging from 0.707 (ssMCF7) to -0.040 (PC3) ( Table 6) , and this large variation led an insignificant prediction rank. In the reverse effect prediction, Raloxifene, anti-estrogenic modulator, was found to be at rank 9 (Table 4) as expected, but fulvestrant, another anti-estrogenic modulator, only ranked 861 (Table 7) . A closer look at the detailed cell line results revealed that fulvestrant had a negative enrichment score in the MCF7 cell line but a positive enrichment score in the HL60 cell line and the combined result led to a low rank. (Table 8 ) Over all, the comparison between prediction results of cMap and BRCA-MoNet shows that BRCA-MoNet adds considerable prediction power to the existent cMap data and greatly improves the prediction accuracy on both similar and reverse prediction.
BRCA-MoNet Application Case 2: Prediction of BMS-754807 Treated MCF7 Cell Line
One additional dataset treated with drug BMS-754807 was tested against our BRCA-MoNet. This dataset (GSE33366) came from breast xenograft MCF7 bearing mice treated with BMS-754807. MBS-784807 is a dual IGF-1R/InsR inhibitor that can synergize hormonal agents and has been shown to be a potential breast cancer drug [44] [45] [46] [47] . Study showed that there is an elevated IGF-IR activity specific in triple negative breast cancer and because of that, BMS-784807 could be a possible treatment for triple negative breast cancer [48] . It has been investigated in several Phase I and Phase II Clinical Trials as an anti-cancer drug [49] [50] [51] [52] . This dataset was tested against our BRCA-MoNet for similar treatment effect predictions. The top ranked MoA was MoA 37 (Table 9 and Additional file 4 for complete prediction). Interestingly, this MoA contains valproic acid, which is ranked number 1 among all the 504 BRCAMoNet drugs. Valproic acid belongs to a general class of drugs called anticonvulsants and was originally used as a non-opioid pain reliever. It has also been used to prevent migraine headaches [53] . Recently, valproic acid has been shown to have great potential as an epigenetic drug for anti-cancer activity through inhibiting cancer cell proliferation in various types of cancer [54] [55] [56] . This prediction result shows that both drugs with great anti-cancer potential are actually detected to have similar MoA by BRCAMoNet. This conclusion strongly supports the fact that BRCA-MoNet can uncover new drug's anti-cancer MoA by assigning it to a known MoA.
BRCA-MoNet application case 3: prediction of drugs for UNC breast cancer patients
Prediction power of BRCA-MoNet on the real breast cancer patients was investigated. To this end, dataset GSE2740
[57] was downloaded from GEO. This dataset includes samples from 4 platforms (GPL885, GPL887, GPL1390, and GPL1708) and various breast cancer subtypes.
To avoid possible bias due to platforms and breast cancer subtypes, only patient samples of Lumina A (LumA) subtype and from the platform with the largest sample size (GPL1390) were chosen. A total of 97 breast cancer patients' microarray data samples were tested against our BRCA-MoNet using the reverse prediction. The ranking result is shown in Figure 3 -A (detailed in additional file 5). Particular, several BRCA-MoAs were consistently ranked at the top, where BRCA-MoA24 ranked the first in 30.21% of the all the patients and ranked above top 20 in 61.46% of all the patients among all 109 BRCA-MoAs. BRCA-MoA24 includes five drugs: spironolactone, rifabutin, vorinostat, trichostatin A and CP-690334-01. Among these five drugs, spironolactone is a synthetic, steroidal anti-mineralocorticoid agent with anti-androgen, weak pro-gestogen properties, and indirect estrogen effects. It has been used to reduce the elevated or unwanted androgen activity in the body [58] . (Androgen, as mentioned before, is the precursor of all estrogens.) So, spironolactone can be potentially used to induce anti-estrogenic activity against breast cancer. Rifabutin is a semisynthetic ansamycin and primarily used in the treatment of tuberculosis. Interestingly, ansamycin has been found to be a HSP90 inhibitor and many of its synthetic compounds are on trials as anti-breast cancer drug. [59] [60] [61] Vorinostat is a member of a histone deacetylases (HADC) with a broad spectrum of epigenetic activities; it has been approved by the FDA to treat cutaneous T-cell lymphoma in 2006. Since it has been also shown to have effect on treating breast cancer [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] , it has undergone multiple Phase I and II clinical trials as an anti breast cancer drug [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . Trichostatin A (TSA) is an organic compound that serves as an antifungal antibiotic and selectively inhibits class I and II mammalian HADC families of enzymes [74] . It has gained extremely high attention in 
Conclusion
A drug effect MoA network for breast cancer cell lines, BRCA-MoNet, was constructed by using the cMap expression data. It was developed to address the problems of the cMap algorithm and to provide robustness and more accurate predictions for treatment effectiveness prediction and drug screening. This improvement came partially as a result of careful quality control on cMap data. In contrast to cMap, BRCA-MoNet prediction is cell line specific and removes the burden for user to select an effect signature gene set. Moreover, BRCA-MoNet assesses the therapeutics influence based on MoA instead of those for individually drugs. This network model not only leads to improved prediction results but it also uncovered the underlying MoA structure of the cMap data that has not been fully discovered before. The case studies we analyzed here returned favorable results and insightful leads. For the E2 treated MCF7 cell line case, the detection power and insight of the BRCAMoNet E2-related MoA were exploited. The BMS-754807 case showed that BRCA-MoNet is capable of assigning new anti-cancer drug to the existing anti-cancer MoA and yielding insight understanding of drug MoA detection. The UNC breast cancer patients' case demonstrated the potential of BRCA-MoNet to be used as a tool for personalized treatment recommendation based on patients' gene expression.
The BRCA-MoNet approach provides added values to the connectivity map project and allowed for new and better capability in identification of possible therapeutic candidates. Future direction will likely lend itself to two paths: to expand the MoNet concept to other cancer and cell lines by incorporating multiple drug treatment dataset, and to mature BRCA-MoNet's capability of prediction for the real patients. We expect that the rapid development in cancer profiling projects including The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) will greatly benefit our effort in these future directions
Method

BRCA-MoNet workflow
The proposed scheme of generating a breast cancer specific MoA network or BRCA-MoNet from cMap data is summarized in Figure 4 . In the first step, new data preprocessing, drug signature selection and clustering algorithms were developed and applied to identify MoAs. In the second step, the relationship between the MoAs in terms of their effectiveness was assessed. Based on the MoAs, the BRCA-MoNet was constructed to depict the relationship of compound effectiveness. BRCA-MoNet and the drug signatures were used for subsequent prediction. Two types of prediction can be carried out with BRCAMoNet including similar prediction and reverse prediction. For the purpose of find the drug effectiveness on a tumor sample, the expression profile of an individual tumor sample is used as a query, where reverse prediction is adopted and the query will be inverse correlated against the MoAs to predict treatment effects. The prediction result includes a list of MoAs ranked in an increasing order of their negative correlation to the tumor profile. Since effective compounds are expected to have an adverse effect to tumor, MoAs with the negative correlations with the tumor profile will likely be candidates of choice for treating this individual tumor. For the purpose of finding a new compound's treatment effect, a query expression profile from treated sample of a new compound would be used instead as an input to BRCA-MoNet and both similar and reverse prediction results will be of interest as they are the compounds of respective similar and adverse effectiveness in expression. The BRCA-MoNet can be updated when new compound-treated expression profiles are available. One can take the advantage of existing BRCA-MoNet and update it by simply introducing a new MoA and their relationship to other groups. The algorithms are discussed in details in Methods.
Data preparation
Gene expression profiles of compound treatments were downloaded from Broad Institute's Connectivity Map web site (http://hRp://www.broadinsUtute.org/cmap/). Two Affymetrix arrays were utilized in this study (excluding 184 arrays from early-access version of HT-HG-U133A): HG-U133A (total of 807 arrays) and HT-HG-U133A (6029 arrays), representing 1,267 compound treatments at different dosages. In addition, data includes 5 cell lines: HL60, PC3, SKMEL5 and MCF7/ssMCF7. Each treated sample is accompanied by multiple control/vehicle samples. As for the normalization, the Perfect-Match(PM) probe level intensities, obtained from one Affymetrix array type (including treated and untreated hybridization), was first performed background adjustment together by using Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) procedure. after RMA background adjustment for both array types, quantile normalization was performed to all untreated samples; treated samples were then partitioned according to the array type, vehicle cell-line, and compound; for each group (same array type, cell-line and compound; rank-invariant normalization was performed against their corresponding untreated samples (base line of the normalization was the median of untreated vehicles) at probe-level to correct possible nonlinear abnormality. After normalization, the treated samples expression values were calculated by median polish procedure. At last, all samples (treated and untreated, and both array types) were reassembled into matrix according to Affymetrix probe set IDs.
Signature gene set selection and distance assessment
The goal of signature gene set selection is to select the genes that are expressed differentially. Since most of the drugs in cMap contains only two samples, the conventional differentially analysis algorithms such as t-test cannot be applied. We proposed the following test statistic to measure if a gene, say i, is consistently differentially expressed in a pair of samples
Where x i and y i is the expression of gene i in sample × and sample y, respectively, and σ x and σ y are the corresponding sample standard deviation. This statistic values genes which are most differentially expressed in both samples, while taking the sample variation into the consideration. The empirical distribution of this statistic R under the null hypothesis that the gene is not differentially expressed can be obtained by random sampling from replicates of the cMap data. Based on the distribution, p-values can be computed for every gene. A signature gene set of any paired drug samples are determined to contain gene with p-value < 0.1%. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 5 . For drugs having a larger sample sized than 2, the procedure of determining signature gene set are fairly the same. Each pair of sample would be used to determine a gene set and then a common subset of all determined gene sets will be the final signature set. Based on the above selected signature gene sets, the distance D ab between any two drug treatment samples a and b is defined as
where D max is the maximum distance among all pairwise drug treatment samples', g (a−b)i is the ith gene expression level of sample a signature gene set in sample b,n and m are the size of the signature gene sets (the total numbers of genes) for sample a and b, respectfully, and var(a), and var(b) are the sample variance of a and b, respectfully.
Quality control
Quality control is done in two rounds of processing. In the first round, which is part of the gene selection, some drugs came by with no signature gene sets; this is a result that no genes were consistently differentially expressed in samples from this drug. The samples from those drugs were removed. Although some drugs were determined with a signature gene set, one or more of the outlier samples may not agree with the rest. To address this problem, a second round of further quality control process was also performed on the cMap samples. In order to remove these inconsistent samples, a new scheme was proposed in Figure 6 .
MoA and MoNet generation
According to the definition of MoA, two compounds are in the same MoA if they share the same genomic signature. This is equivalent to say that the samples from these two compounds are highly correlated. In contrast, the samples from different MoAs should have a correlation distributed according to the distribution of the population correlation. To determine if two drugs i and j belong to a MoA, a hypothesis testing formulation is developed with the null hypothesis defined by
where D ij is the Distance assessment between sample i and j, and p b (D) is the the distribution of the population distance. p b (ρ) is estimated empirically based on the pairwise distances between all sample pairs of the same cell line. Then, a p value of 0.01 is chosen as the significance level and the corresponding distance is determined as the threshold. Hierarchical clustering is performed on all the samples distances; then clusters are determined by cutting the linkage at the threshold and the resulted clusters were defined as the MoAs. Notice that since each MoA was generated totally based on the threshold obtained from the background distribution, some MoAs may contain large number of samples while other MoAs only contain few samples from one or two drugs; this is natural and reasonable because some compounds just do not share the treatment effectiveness with others.
Once the MoAs were identified, it was then desirable to reveal the relationship of the MoAs in terms of their therapeutic effects. Instead of investigating individual compound in an isolated fashion, MoNet will enable research to explore a set of compounds (MoAs) that share the same MoA-Signature genes (potential targets), as well as their correlated MoAs.
Drug Effectiveness Prediction
Using the MoNet and the MoA, one can 1) predict drug effectiveness of a new compound (Similar Prediction) and/or 2) screen compounds to predict the therapeutic Figure 5 Pseudo code of the proposed gene set selection scheme. Figure 6 Pseudo code of the proposed quality control scheme.
effectiveness of different compounds if applied to an individual tumor (Reverse Prediction). For drug effectiveness prediction, the expression profile of cells/tissue treated by a new compound needs to be obtained and the goal is to identify the MoA of the compound. For the therapeutic prediction, a query gene expression profile of the tumor sample is required. The goal is to determine the degree of the adverse relationship between the MoAs and the tumor marker genes expression that reveals how likely the compound is to reverse the expression of tumor marker genes. From the perspective of algorithm development, prediction of drug effect and compound screening are essentially the same. The only difference is the distance criteria: When similar prediction is applied, the MoA is first ranked for the largest positive distance and then each drugs within the MoA are then ranked with the same criteria; when reverse prediction is applied, then the MoA is first ranked for the smallest negative distance and then each drugs within each MoA are ranked the same.
